Novel Attributions of TREMs in Immunity.
The emerging role of the TREMs (Triggering Receptors Expressed by Myeloid cells) family in inflammation makes it important to explore their molecular mechanisms governing key pathways in inflammatory diseases. The TREMs family interaction with microbial products make it a strong candidate to target inflammatory diseases and raises an important question of its potential as a useful target in inflammatory diseases caused by products other than microbes, for example psoriasis. The interaction of TREMs with various immune responses can be of key importance in handling inflammatory diseases. The well established interaction of TREM-1 with microbial products like LPS and the emerging interactions with products from different important diseases of brain, heart, lungs and skin demands its full investigation as a therapeutic target. The post translational modifications (PTMs) that might regulate the functions of genes are also discussed and its future potential is reviewed. Furthermore, Its close cross talk with TLRs, NLRs and NODs is also reviewed in context of developing novel therapeutics.